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Approximately 3,000 cattle bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-
end sequences were added to the Illinois–Texas 5,000-rad RH (RH,
radiation hybrid) map. The BAC-end sequences selected for map-
ping are �1 Mbp apart on the human chromosomes as determined
by BLASTN analysis. The map has 3,484 ordered markers, of which
3,204 are anchored in the human genome. Two hundred-and-one
homologous synteny blocks (HSBs) were identified, of which 27 are
previously undiscovered, 79 are extended, 26 were formed by
previously unrecognized breakpoints in 18 previously defined
HSBs, and 23 are the result of fusions. The comparative coverage
relative to the human genome is �91%, or 97% of the theoretical
maximum. The positions of 64% of all cattle centromeres and
telomeres were reassigned relative to their positions on the pre-
vious map, thus facilitating a more detailed comparative analysis
of centromere and telomere evolution. As an example of the utility
of the high-resolution map, 22 cattle BAC fingerprint contigs were
directly anchored to cattle chromosome 19 [Bos taurus, (BTA) 19].
The order of markers on the cattle RH and fingerprint maps of
BTA19 and the sequence-based map of human chromosome 17
[Homo sapiens, (HSA) 17] were found to be highly consistent, with
only two minor ordering discrepancies between the RH map and
fingerprint contigs. The high-resolution Illinois-Texas 5,000-rad RH
and comparative maps will facilitate identification of candidate
genes for economically important traits, the phylogenomic analysis
of mammalian chromosomes, proofing of the BAC fingerprint
map and, ultimately, aid the assembly of cattle whole-genome
sequence.

comparative genomics � radiation hybrid � map integration

Detailed whole-genome maps are a major currency for com-
parative and functional genomics (1). With the human, rat, and

mouse genomes completely sequenced (2–6), eight mammalian
genomes to follow with �6-fold coverage, and eight others to be
sequenced in draft form (www.genome.gov�10002154), greater
insights into mammalian genome evolution and function can be
obtained because of the improved accuracy and resolution of
comparative maps (1). We previously reported two expressed
sequence tag (EST)-based 5,000-rad cattle radiation hybrid (RH)
maps containing 768 and 1,463 anchor points in the human genome,
corresponding to �45% and 65% of comparative human genome
sequence coverage, respectively (7, 8). These maps, collectively
known as the Illinois-Texas 5,000-rad radiation hybrid panel (IL-TX
RH5,000) maps, facilitated the identification of genes responsible for
double-muscling (9, 10), chondrodysplasia (11), and two major
quantitative trait loci for milk production (12, 13).

Recently, Itoh et al. (14) constructed a cattle–human compara-
tive RH map consisting of 5,593 EST and microsatellite markers.
This map contains 1,716 anchor points between the human and
cattle genomes, of which most are ESTs, and was reported to have
�72% comparative coverage of the human genome. A significant
drawback of EST-based comparative maps is the uneven marker

distribution that often results in relatively large gaps in comparative
coverage. These gaps significantly complicate comparative genome
analysis, especially around the evolutionary breakpoint regions. To
overcome this limitation, we initiated the development of high-
resolution RH maps that use the sequenced ends of bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) inserts as comparatively anchored
markers (15). The BAC-end sequences (BESs) selected for map-
ping were linked by sequence similarity to the human and mouse
genome sequences and were evenly spaced in the reference ge-
nomes at �1-Mbp intervals. The approach resulted in the con-
struction of detailed comparative maps of BTA15 and BTA29, with
�86% comparative coverage of HSA11 (15). Furthermore, the
study revealed the presence of chromosome breakpoints that were
‘‘reused’’ in mammalian evolution, results that were recently con-
firmed in a more detailed multispecies analysis (1). Herein, we
report extension of our methodology to mapping the whole cattle
genome. The new map has �91% comparative coverage of the
human genome sequence and contains single-linkage groups for all
cattle autosomes. In addition, we used the new high-resolution
cattle–human comparative map to study the evolution of centro-
meres and telomeres, conduct an analysis of gene content within
evolutionary breakpoints, and demonstrate the power of the map
for proofing the order of contigs in the physical map.

Methods
Marker Selection and Mapping Strategy. BESs from the cattle male
CHORI-240 (http:��bacpac.chori.org�bovine240.htm) BAC li-
brary were downloaded from GenBank and repeat-masked by using
REPEATMASKER software (ftp:��ftp.genome.washington.edu). Na-
tional Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) BLASTN was
used to identify BESs with sequence similarity to the human (NCBI
build 33) and mouse (NCBI build 30) genome sequences. Default
BLASTN search parameters and an expectation value threshold of
0.00001 were used for comparison with the human genome se-
quence. More sensitive BLASTN search parameters (-W 7 –r 17 –q
–21 –f 280 –G 29 –E 22 –X 240 –e 0.01) were used for compari-
son with the mouse genome sequence. Only those BESs with
a single significant match in the human genome were extracted into
a database (http:��genome.ucsc.edu�cgi-bin�hgTrack?position�
chr1&hgsid�63602597&bacendsCow�squish). In addition, the top
BLASTN hit in the mouse genome was added to each BES annotation
in the database to reduce the number of comparative singleton
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markers in the final map. One cattle BES with a BLASTN hit every
�1 human-Mbp was selected from the database, giving preference
to cattle BESs also having an orthologous hit in the mouse ge-
nome (http:��genome-mm3.cse.ucsc.edu�cgi-bin�hgTracks?org�
mouse&db�mm3&position�chr1&hgt.customText�http:��cagst.
animal.uiuc.edu�BACcontig�New�tracks�BAC�ends�track�
build�30�mouse). Oligonucleotide primers for amplification of
cattle BESs were designed by using VECTOR NTI 7.0 software
(InforMax). Polymerase chain reaction was performed at annealing
temperatures of 55–65°C for 35 cycles according to a procedure
described in refs. 8 and 15. The BESs were typed in duplicate on a
5,000-rad cattle-hamster RH panel (16) and combined with mark-
ers scored in refs. 7, 8, and 15. After an initial round of mapping (see
below) 16 BESs were selected to confirm comparative singletons
(by synteny extensions) and decrease the marker spacing both inside
homologous synteny blocks (HSBs) and between HSBs when the
distance between the comparative anchors exceeded 1.6 Mbp in the
human genome sequence.

Quality Control of RH Vectors. The selected cattle BESs were
assigned to the cattle chromosomes on the basis of two-point
linkage analysis by using logarithm of odds �8.0 as a threshold
(RHMAPPER 1.22). The order of the cattle sequence anchor points in
the human genome sequence was then used to perform a quality
control on the RH vectors. First, the cattle markers were ordered
according to their orthologous human chromosome sequence po-
sition. Microsatellites and cattle ESTs without a BLASTN match in
the human genome sequence were placed between the ordered
markers on the basis of two-point linkage analysis. Next, RH vectors
were compared for adjacent markers. Every position of the vector
that was not consistent with the scoring on that same hybrid cell line
for two adjacent markers was flagged by using a PERL script. Finally,
all flagged reaction scores in each vector were checked for accuracy

by using the original gel pictures. Each RH vector with more than
three ambiguous scores after quality control, or with more than two
inconsistencies with its adjacent vectors, were excluded from the
initial build of the chromosome maps. Some of these markers were
placed on the final build of chromosome maps if they allowed for
closing gaps in spacing and were consistent with positions of
surrounding markers.

Map Construction. The cattle BESs were assigned to cattle chromo-
somes on the basis two-point linkage analysis with previously
mapped markers (8, 15). Multipoint linkage analysis was done for
all markers that passed the quality control by using the packages
RH�TSP�MAP version 2.0 (17) and CONCORDE (18). Map distances
are expressed in arbitrary ‘‘traveling salesman problem’’ (TSP)
units. Five maps were produced for each chromosome or linkage
group, of which two maps were based on the minimum number of
obligate chromosome breaks and three maps were variants of the
maximum likelihood estimate approach. Next, the five maps were
evaluated, and the frequency of the positions of a given marker in
the five resulting maps was determined. A consensus map was
generated with marker order that was consistent with the majority
of the five maps. A PERL script was written to extract intermarker
distances from any of the five maps for each particular marker
combination found on the consensus map and in any of the five
individual maps. The microsatellite order was checked for consis-
tency with the order in a reference cattle genetic linkage map (19).

Comparative Analysis. Human gene sequence coordinates were
retrieved from the RefSeq database (RefSeq Release 9). Homol-
ogous synteny blocks were defined on the basis of the anchor points
in the human genome (NCBI, build 33 and 35), according to a set
of rules described by Murphy et al. (1). Briefly, (i) an HSB was
defined as two or more markers on the same chromosome in the

Table 1. Summary statistics for the high-resolution cattle RH5,000 map

BTA

ESTs Microsatellites BAC ends Total no.
Retention
frequency

Length,
TSP

BLASTN

hits
No. of
HSBsOrdered Binned Ordered Binned Ordered Binned Ordered Binned

1 26 32 9 4 140 22 175 58 0.28 993 164 7
2 25 30 8 1 122 15 155 46 0.18 1,190 147 9
3 43 16 9 3 102 12 154 31 0.18 878 143 3
4 28 14 5 5 119 10 152 29 0.20 900 146 10
5 43 24 24 8 110 16 177 48 0.18 826 148 9
6 33 15 14 2 114 6 161 23 0.18 1,263 146 6
7 40 16 11 4 109 5 160 25 0.17 1,410 147 9
8 32 19 12 3 109 4 153 26 0.19 1,307 139 13
9 22 15 9 3 103 7 134 25 0.14 764 124 3

10 38 11 4 4 95 7 137 22 0.23 694 132 9
11 48 13 8 0 107 2 163 15 0.27 961 152 9
12 15 8 5 3 92 6 112 17 0.18 702 105 4
13 25 25 5 3 95 8 125 36 0.20 856 120 12
14 17 17 8 11 91 18 116 46 0.23 708 107 3
15 32 5 8 0 71 5 111 10 0.18 709 101 6
16 35 7 6 0 65 2 106 9 0.29 688 99 12
17 24 22 10 3 67 8 101 33 0.23 748 90 6
18 30 45 7 2 60 9 97 56 0.23 900 84 5
19 21 33 0 0 71 19 92 52 0.42 1,156 92 9
20 10 5 7 3 73 1 90 9 0.20 814 81 2
21 24 8 9 3 66 6 99 17 0.18 673 85 9
22 19 9 5 0 60 6 84 15 0.26 819 79 5
23 8 31 5 6 58 4 71 41 0.26 544 66 3
24 18 13 5 1 67 8 90 22 0.22 468 84 4
25 15 19 5 1 44 8 64 28 0.24 678 59 6
26 13 15 4 0 47 6 64 21 0.23 589 58 3
27 12 8 9 5 48 6 69 19 0.14 628 58 7
28 8 7 1 5 42 2 51 14 0.30 409 50 4
29 15 11 2 1 41 6 58 18 0.33 516 54 5
X 17 25 18 2 128 9 163 36 0.16 1,640 144 7
Total 736 518 232 86 2,516 243 3,484 847 0.22 25,431 3,204 201
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human and cattle genomes not interrupted by an HSB from a
different region of the same chromosome or a different chromo-
some; (ii) an internal rearrangement (inversion) was defined by a
minimum of three consecutive markers on the cattle RH map in the
same order as in the human genome, with adjacent markers
separated by a span of �1 human-Mbp; (iii) a comparative single-
ton was a single marker placed on the cattle RH map, but
out-of-place with respect to its expected position on the basis of the
human comparative mapping information; and (iv) to minimize
disruption of HSBs, a comparative singleton could be ‘‘jumped’’ to
its expected position in a HSB on the same chromosome, provided
that the distance for the jump was �2 human-Mbp.

Integration with the Cattle BAC Fingerprint Map. The cattle BAC
fingerprint map was downloaded from the Genome Sciences Cen-
tre, January 2004, freeze (available upon request). Fingerprint
contigs were integrated with the BTA19 RH map by using BESs
from BAC clones placed on both fingerprint and RH map as
connection points. Each BES from a BAC clone placed on both the
fingerprint and RH map was assigned an additional number after
the fingerprint contig identifier on the basis of the order of the BAC
clones (represented by �1 BES on the RH map) within the
fingerprint contig.

Results
A High-Resolution Cattle RH5,000 Map. In total, RH vectors for 2,888
cattle BESs were added to the IL-TX RH5,000 database, which
contained 2,030 vectors for ESTs, genes, BESs, and microsatellites
from earlier studies (7, 8, 15). Two-point linkage analysis was
performed for 4,918 markers; 4,893 markers were linked at loga-
rithm of odds �8. Multipoint analysis was performed for each
chromosome (excluding BTAY), resulting in contiguous linkage
groups for all 29 cattle autosomes and three linkage groups for
BTAX.

Five-hundred-and-seventy-eight markers that did not pass the
stringent quality controls, and an additional 25 unlinked markers

were excluded from the map (Table 3, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site). Because the RH
mapping procedure works optimally with markers that are evenly
distributed (20), another 847 markers (243 BESs, 518 ESTs, and 86
microsatellites) with identical or nearly identical map positions were
flagged in the data set and, ultimately, were mapped by binning to
the ordered markers on the basis of two-point linkage analysis (all
binned markers are listed in Table 4, which is published as sup-
porting information on the PNAS web site). A backbone map was
constructed after these quality steps were implemented. Subse-
quently, an additional 16 BESs were added to the map either to
confirm singletons on the comparative map or to reduce gaps of
�1.6 human-Mbp. On the final map, 3,484 markers were ordered,
of which 2,516 are cattle BESs, 736 are ESTs, and 232 are
microsatellites (Table 1; see also Table 5, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site). The RH maps of
all of the cattle chromosomes can be found in Fig. 4, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

The number of markers ordered varies from 51 on BTA28 to
177 on BTA5. Cattle chromosome 28 has the shortest map length
(409 TSP units), whereas BTAX is the longest (1,640 TSP units).
The RH5,000 whole-genome map is 25,431 TSP units (Tables 1
and 5). Assuming a cattle genome size of �3 Gbp, one TSP unit
corresponds to �120 cattle-Kbp. This ratio yields a predicted
marker density of 1.2 markers per cattle-Mbp, with the highest
predicted density found on BTA5 (�1.8 markers per Mbp) and
the lowest density observed on BTA19 (�0.7 marker per Mbp).
The average retention frequency of the ordered markers is 22%,
ranging from 14% on BTA27 and BTA9 to 42% on BTA19,
which contains the selectable marker thymidine kinase 1 (TK1;
Table 1).

A Whole-Genome Cattle–Human Comparative Map. Among the 3,484
markers ordered on the map, 3,204 (92%) have putative orthologs
(or significant sequence similarity) in the human genome (NCBI
build 35; Table 2). In total, the 201 defined HSBs (�2 markers)

Table 2. Comparative coverage of the high-resolution cattle–human comparative map

HSA

Human
genome

length, Mbp
Modified

length,* Mbp

Comparative
coverage

(%)

No. of
BLASTN

hits†

Average
marker

spacing, Mbp
No. of
HSBs

1 246 224 91 272 0.82 18
2 243 238 93 264 0.90 16
3 200 195 93 213 0.92 9
4 191 188 93 213 0.88 11
5 181 178 94 199 0.89 10
6 171 167 96 190 0.88 6
7 159 155 90 171 0.91 15
8 146 143 91 165 0.87 12
9 138 116 86 132 0.88 9

10 135 132 90 135 0.98 11
11 134 131 87 157 0.84 12
12 132 131 93 149 0.88 8
13 114 96 92 105 0.92 4
14 106 88 88 111 0.80 5
15 100 82 81 99 0.83 12
16 89 79 89 81 0.98 6
17 79 78 87 92 0.85 9
18 76 75 93 84 0.89 4
19 64 56 85 68 0.82 3
20 62 59 92 79 0.75 6
21 47 34 88 34 0.99 3
22 50 35 89 47 0.75 5
X 155 152 91 144 1.05 7
Total 3,019 2,833 91 3,204 0.88 201

*Modified length of chromosome is the total length minus the length of telomere, centromere, and heterochro-
matin regions.

†Mapped cattle markers with BLASTN hits (E � e�5) in the human genome.
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resulted from 178 evolutionary breakpoints between the human
and cattle genomes (Fig. 4). The map positions of 14 of 21 markers
that were not part of an HSB (comparative singletons) on the
‘‘backbone’’ map were confirmed by adding 16 targeted BESs. The
final map contained only seven comparative singletons, of which
three are on BTA13 (CC515837, BZ900194, BZ908049), one on
BTA15 (BZ863012), one on BTA18 (CC767636), one on BTA19
(BZ896574), and one on BTA27 (BZ919176).

The number of HSBs on each cattle chromosome ranges from 2
on BTA20 to 13 on BTA8 (Figs. 1 and 4 and Table 1). The HSB
sizes ranged from 5.9 Kbp (HSA12 HSB on BTA25) to 86.2 Mbp
(HSA1 HSB on BTA3), with a median HSB size of 7.6 Mbp (see
Table 5). Coordinates of the 198 HSBs (NCBI build 33) were
identified in the human genome and compared with 176 HSBs
identified in our previous comparative map according to the same
set of rules used to define the HSBs in this study (1). Twenty-seven
HSBs were previously undiscovered regions of homology, 12 were
previously comparative singletons, and the remaining 15 HSBs
were located in regions of the comparative map for which no
information previously was available. The 27 previously unidenti-
fied HSBs had a median size of 3.1 Mbp, ranging from 103 Kbp to
16.0 Mbp. Fifty-five previously identified HSBs were merged into
23 newly extended HSBs, whereas 18 previously identified HSBs
were split into 44 HSBs (11 previously identified HSBs were
extended and 7 previously identified HSBs were truncated). Of the
HSBs that remained intact, 2 were of the same length (�1.0 Kbp
difference), 79 were extended (�1.0 Kbp difference), and 17 were
truncated (�1.0 Kbp difference). Only five previously defined
breakpoint regions were repositioned as compared with the second-
generation map.

On the basis of human genome sequence coordinates (NCBI
build 35) the comparative coverage on the third-generation cattle
RH map is �91%. Comparative coverage of each chromosome
excludes the lengths of telomere, centromere, and heterochromatin
regions. Excluding these regions, which often lack human map

contig and sequence data, the comparative length of the human
genome sequence covered in the cattle genome comprises �2.8
Gbp (Table 2). Comparative coverage is also lost when sequence
gaps overlap with breakpoint regions on the comparative map. The
resolution of the new comparative map, thus, is close to the
predicted maximum comparative coverage of 94% (Table 2).

Four cattle chromosomes, BTA12, BTA19, BTA24, and
BTAX, have complete homology to HSA13, HSA17, HSA18,
and HSAX, respectively; however, internal rearrangements are
observed for all comparisons (Figs. 1 and 4). In addition, eight
cattle chromosomes are homologs to nine human chromosome
arms (BTA18 is homologous to HSA16q and HSA19q, thus the
difference of one cattle chromosome). A previously uncharac-
terized relatively small region of HSA2p (0.1–1.7 Mbp) was
identified on BTA8, thus disrupting a chromosome arm previ-
ously thought to be a complete HSB on BTA11. Similarly,
HSA12p, HSA10p, and HSA6q, previously believed to be ho-
mologous to large HSBs on BTA5, BTA13, and BTA9, were
found to have small HSBs on BTA25, BTA28, and BTA23,
respectively. Two of these newly assigned HSBs involve small
regions located close to the position of the human centromere.

Conservation of Centromere and Telomere Positions. Among the 30
cattle centromere positions (excluding BTAY), 13 positions were
confirmed and 4 were reassigned with respect to their location on
HSBs on the second-generation comparative map (Table 6, which
is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Four
cattle centromeres were found associated with the same HSBs as
described in ref. 8, but their relative positions are inverted on the
new map due to the revised ordering of markers relative to those
in adjacent HSBs (Table 6). The positions of nine cattle centro-
meres were assigned to HSBs for the first time, according to our
data (Table 6). Among the 31 cattle telomere locations (excluding
BTAY), the positions of 19 were confirmed and 5 were reassigned
with respect to their location on HSBs on the second-generation
comparative map (Table 6). Three cattle telomeres were found
associated with the same HSBs as described in ref. 8, but their
relative position was inverted because of the revised ordering of
markers relative to those in adjacent HSBs (Table 6). The positions
of four cattle telomeres were assigned to HSBs for the first time,
according to our data (Table 6).

Comparative analysis of centromere and telomere positions in
the cattle and human genomes allowed determination of whether
the positions of centromeres and telomeres have been conserved in
both species (Figs. 2 and 4). The positions of two human centro-
meres and three human telomeres are consistent with centromere

Fig. 1. A modified Oxford grid of HSBs shared among cattle and human
chromosomes. The HSBs are illustrated by gray squares. The numbers within
the gray squares represent the number of HSBs found shared on the cattle and
human chromosomes.

Fig. 2. Conservation of human centromere (C) and telomere (T) positions
with positions of centromeres or telomeres in the cattle genome. The left side
of the figure shows cattle chromosomes that have the position of their
centromere conserved with a human centromere or telomere. The right side
of the figure shows cattle chromosomes that have telomere positions con-
served with a human centromere or telomere.
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positions in cattle chromosomes. For example, on the basis of
flanking HSBs, the centromere position of submetacentric HSA2
is consistent with the centromere position on acrocentric BTA11.
The positions of 15 telomeres on human chromosomes also appear
conserved as telomeres on 15 homologous cattle chromosomes. For
example, a 10 human-Mbp HSB at the telomere of HSA2 is also
found at the telomere of BTA3 in the same orientation (Figs. 2
and 4).

Gap Size Distribution and Gene Density. The 178 gaps between
evolutionary breakpoints in the comparative map have an average
size of 1.0 human-Mbp. There are 30 gaps in the comparative map
�1.6 human-Mbp, but �5.0 human-Mbp. There are two gaps �5.0
Mbp, one of which is at 7.4 Mbp on HSA9p (proximal to the human
centromere at 38.4 to 45.8 Mbp) and the other at 7.3 Mbp on
HSA19 (4.9 Mbp and 2.4 Mbp on each side of the human
centromere). These large gaps resulted from a paucity of cattle
BESs with sequence similarity to sequences within the correspond-
ing regions of human genome. For example, we were unable to find
any cattle BESs having unique similarity to the human genome
within the pericentric region of HSA19 (between 19.6 and 24.1
Mbp).

The density of RefSeq genes in the human genome is 6 per Mbp.
However, the gene density in small gaps on the comparative map
(�1.0 Mbp) is higher (10 genes per Mbp, P � 0.10), whereas the
gene density in the larger gaps (�2.0 Mbp) is significantly lower (�2
genes per Mbp; P � 0.0001) than the human genome on average.
The average RefSeq gene size inside the large gaps (�2.0 Mbp) is
greater (73.7 Kbp) than the average RefSeq gene size inside the
small gaps (�1.0 Mbp; 37.4 Kbp).

Direct Anchoring of Cattle BAC Fingerprint Contigs to the RH Map of
BTA19. Cattle BAC fingerprint contigs could be directly anchored to
cattle chromosome 19 by using the RH map, because the selected
cattle BESs were derived from the same BACs as those used for
construction of the whole-genome BAC contig (Fig. 3). The
mapped cattle BESs directly anchored 22 fingerprint contigs on the
cattle RH map of BTA19 (Fig. 3). Four fingerprint contigs span six
of eight evolutionary breakpoints on the comparative map. Fifteen
fingerprint contigs are anchored with one or two cattle BESs, and
seven fingerprint contigs are anchored with �3 cattle BESs. Of
these seven fingerprint contigs, three have marker order in com-
plete concordance on BTA19 and HSA17. Among the remaining
four fingerprint contigs, only minor discrepancies between the
order of markers in the RH map and order of markers�clones in the
fingerprint contig or human map were identified. For example, in
fingerprint contig ctg8883, one BES (CC505793) was found on the
comparative map in a position conflicting with the other markers
in the HSB. However, the order of markers surrounding CC505793
was in agreement in both the fingerprint contig and RH map. The
RH and fingerprint contig data, thus, are in agreement, which
suggests that a microrearrangement may exist between the human
and cattle genomes at this location.

Discussion
Significant progress has been made in improving the IL-TX RH5,000
map, with the number of markers increased 4-fold, from 1,087 to

Fig. 3. The integrated RH map and BAC contig of BTA19. Cattle chromosome
19 is represented by a contiguous gray bar. Markers are placed to the right side
of BTA19 with their corresponding GenBank accession numbers. Homologous
synteny blocks on HSA17 are colored pink, with the homologous sequence
coordinates in the human genome (NCBI build 35) inside the HSBs. Marker
names (not map position) are aligned with the sequence coordinates on the
human map (in Mbp, to the far left). On the left side of the RH map, the
intermarker spacing is indicated in TSP units. Connectors (left brackets) on
the left side of the HSBs indicate small inversions, which would make the order
with respect to the human genome perfect. A filled black circle represents the
cattle centromere. Half circles are used to indicate the location of the human
centromere because of an evolutionary breakpoint at the human centromere

location. An uppercase ‘‘T’’ positioned to the left of the HSBs represent the
positions of HSA17 telomeres. An asterisk positioned on the left side of a
marker sequence coordinate indicates an ‘‘out-of-place’’ marker. On the right
side of the GenBank accession numbers are filled black horizontal lines
connecting the cattle RH map to the cattle BAC fingerprint map. The numbers
inside the colored boxes indicate fingerprint contig identification numbers,
with coloring representing unique fingerprint contigs that contain multiple
cattle BESs. The order of BESs on BAC clones within the fingerprint contigs is
indicated with numbers on the right of the contig identifiers inside the colored
boxes.
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4,331 (7, 8). The number of comparative anchor points in the
human genome was increased 5-fold, from 638 to 3,204, by mapping
BESs selected for spacing of �1 Mbp in the human genome.
Although Itoh et al. (14) placed �2,000 more markers on their RH
map, comparative coverage relative to the human genome is �20%
less than our BES-based map, primarily as a result of the uneven
distribution of ESTs used for mapping. Cattle BESs thus provide an
ideal marker resource for enhancing RH maps because at least 50%
can be anchored directly to the human or mouse genome, and
precise marker spacing can be determined. Mapping BESs with
only one significant BLASTN hit in the human genome circumvented
additional problems created by mapping ESTs, such as distinguish-
ing paralogs and pseudogenes. In addition, mapping BESs (i)
increased the number of HSBs identified on the comparative map,
(ii) lowered the number of comparative singletons, and (iii) dra-
matically increased the total comparative coverage with respect to
the human genome.

A fundamental requirement for detailed comparative mapping is
the definition of HSBs. The number of HSBs identified on the new
cattle–human comparative map is 201, with a potential for 208 if the
seven comparative singletons represent small HSBs. The six gaps in
the comparative map that are �3.0 Mbp are potential regions in
which new HSBs could be discovered. Twenty-seven previously
undescribed HSBs (median size � 3.1 Mbp) were identified in the
present study. The median size of the previously unidentified HSBs
is smaller than the overall median HSB size of 7.6 Mbp, supporting
the expectation based on the model of random chromosomal
breakage proposed by Nadeau and Taylor (21). However, recent
work has demonstrated that �20% of evolutionary breakpoints are
‘‘reused’’ (1), which tends to produce microsyntenies that are
beyond the resolution of the current map. Thus, the remaining 172
gaps in the comparative map that are �3.0 Mbp are regions where
only small HSBs may be discovered. These small HSBs await
discovery by direct sequence-based comparisons.

Each gap between HSBs represents a gap in comparative cov-
erage. In the mouse-human sequence-based comparison, the aver-
age gap size is 300 Kbp. The gaps in coverage are primarily because
of the accumulation of unique DNA sequences (pairwise) within
the breakpoint regions, as evidenced by a paucity of cattle BESs
with sequence similarity to the human genome in map gaps.
Although the actual gap sizes in the cattle genome are as yet
unknown, the theoretical maximum comparative coverage of the
cattle genome on the human genome can be estimated at 98.1% by
multiplying the total number of gaps in the cattle–human compar-
ative map (201 HSBs –23 human chromosomes � 178 gaps) by an
assumed average gap size (300 Kbp), subtracting that amount from
the total modified human genome length (human genome length
excluding centromeres, telomeres, and heterochromatin), and di-
viding that amount by the modified total human genome length

(Table 2). By contrast, a map with �1 human-Mbp spacing between
the markers can be expected to cover a maximum of 93.6% of the
modified human genome sequence length. Our new map covers
�91% of the human genome or �97% of the theoretical maximum.

The relatively tight gaps in the new map facilitate study of the
distinguishing features of DNA sequences within evolutionary
breakpoint regions (1, 8). We observed a higher gene density in
small gaps (�1.0 human-Mbp), whereas a lower gene density was
found in the few relatively large gaps (�2.0 human-Mbp) than
compared with the genome on average, consistent with results from
the previous IL-TX RH5,000 map (8). Murphy et al. (1) also found
higher gene density (predicted genes plus RefSeq genes) in evolu-
tionary breakpoint regions identified by comparison of genomes
from seven different mammalian species. Evolutionary chromo-
somal breaks, thus, may be more likely to result in novel gene
fusions and�or separation of genes under common regulatory
control. Alternatively, segmental duplications may be promoted at
the site of evolutionary chromosome breakages, as suggested from
previous data (1), leading to the observed higher gene density. The
adaptive evolutionary significance of evolutionary chromosome
breakages remains to be conclusively determined, but there is
accumulating evidence that not all breakages are evolutionarily
neutral (22). Thus, lineage-specific phenotypes may be, in part, a
result of chromosome rearrangements and the subsequent gener-
ation of novel genes within the breakpoint regions.

An important advance made possible by mapping cattle BESs
was that the RH map could be anchored directly to the whole-
genome BAC fingerprint contig (Fig. 1). This advance was dem-
onstrated by the assignment of 22 BAC fingerprint contigs to their
relative positions on the cattle chromosomes, with direct confir-
mation of BES order within the RH map and the fingerprint contigs
for 93% (42 of 45) of BESs that are part of ordered HSBs.
Comparisons of BES order on the RH maps and within the
fingerprint contigs were used to identify inconsistencies in the maps
and markers or clones that are presumably ‘‘out of place’’ on the
basis of their cattle–human comparative map location (Fig. 3; e.g.,
CC505793). This comparison will ultimately be important in se-
lecting the correct minimum tiling path for BAC-skim sequencing
and correctly assembling the cattle genome sequence. Thus, the
high-resolution RH map is a powerful tool for correctly assigning
the fingerprint contigs and, ultimately, the cattle genome sequence
scaffolds to the cattle chromosomes.
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